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“Without private enterprise, there is no creativity.
Science and education stall. Human progress is delayed.
Freedom cannot be divorced from free enterprise.”
Alvaro Uribe
Former President of Colombia

THE NETWORK

AMERICAS

Conservatives International is the leading
global network of conservative, classical liberal
and Centre-Right thought. Uniting politicians,
businesses and think tanks, we make the global case
for individual liberty, private property, unrestricted
commerce and small government.
So far, the free market has been rarely defended
in language that appeals to the 70 per cent of
human beings who cannot afford cars and washing
machines. Yet conservative ideas have proven to
work whenever they are implemented in developing
nations, from cheap private schools to easier
registration of land and property; from workable
pension systems to the involvement of charities and
faith groups in the provision of welfare.
Join us as a sponsor of the Americas Conference to
make the ethical case for global conservatism. With
your help, we will highlight the difference between
being pro-market and being pro-big corporates.
Together, we will advance a popular conservatism
that works for the individual, not for the corporates.
United, we will argue for free markets as the
ultimate instrument of poverty alleviation, conflict
resolution and social justice.
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With the help of our partners, we will discuss the
principles of free enterprise, limited government
and individual freedom, whilst making a strong
defence of national state sovereignty.
At this Conference organisations will be more than
just participants, they will be an integral part of
Conservatives International, pioneering debates
and organising fringe events.
This is an unprecedented and essential platform for
think tanks, NGOs, Foundations and companies to
widen their audiences by having their own space at
the Exhibition Center. Here hundreds of people will
spend 2 days reaching for new ideas.
For those organisations that want to be the first to
have their message heard, we have the possibility of
breakfast events on Friday and Saturday.
Join us at the Hotel Diplomat in Miami on the
26th and 27th of May. Do not lose this unique
opportunity to create a platform that aims to
destroy poverty worldwide.

“Without economic development,
any potential for political openness and
freedom will be questionable.”
Jose Maria Aznar
Former Primer Minister of Spain

PACKAGES
EXHIBITION

IDEAS

BE THE FIRST

PACKAGE

PACKAGE

PACKAGE

This package includes a space in the
exhibition area where you will be
able to reach all the participants at
the Conference.

The “Ideas” Package allows
organisations to manage their
own one-hour event within the
Conservatives International Summit.
Organisations are therefore credited
with all ideas generated by their
panel discussion.

The “Be the first” Package allows
organisations to address participants
over a 60 min breakfast-discussion.

With the package, the organisation
will provide you with 3 Conference
Passes only.
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The maximum capacity is
120 people.

The maximum capacity is
120 people.

This package also includes a space in
the exhibition area where you will be
able to reach all the participants at
the Conference.

This package also includes a central
space in the exhibition area where
you will be able to reach all the
participants at the Conference.

With the package, the organisation
will provide you with 10 Conference
passes.

With the package, the organisation
will provide you with 10 Conference
passes.

499$
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1499$

4499$
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Contact us at info@conservativesinternational.org.
Your help is now more vital than ever. Widen your audience and spread your ideas
by joining us at Conservatives International in Miami.
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